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				Our Blog
With every blog you will get the insight of our journey and all the knowlege that we acquired with time and consistent efforts.
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      Understanding Digital Evidence under the Indian Evidence Act: Sections and Significance

      

          
              Tanmay Srivastava          


          
              No Comments
          


      


      
          In today's digital age, where almost every aspect of our lives is influenced by technology, the importance of digital evidence in legal proceedings cannot be overstated. From emails to social media posts, from CCTV footage to computer-generated records, digital evidence plays a crucial role in establishing facts and aiding in the administration of justice. In […]
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      Forensic Imaging Essentials: Ode To Digital Forensics.
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          In the world of criminal investigations, forensic imagining of evidence has emerged as a powerful tool, allowing investigators to unlock the secrets hidden within digital artefacts. Understanding Forensic Imaging: Forensic imaging involves the systematic capture and preservation of digital evidence in a forensically sound manner. This process is critical for maintaining the integrity of the […]
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          Handwriting, often seen as a mundane everyday activity, can reveal a wealth of information when subjected to the scrutiny of forensic experts. The science and art of handwriting analysis, also known as graphology or forensic document examination, are instrument in deciphering the unique characteristics that make each person's handwriting as distinct as their fingerprints. In […]
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      Justice Reinvented: The New Sanhitas usher in a Brighter Legal Dawn
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          India's legal system is undergoing a revolutionary metamorphosis! The Bhartiya Nyaya Sanhita, Bhartiya Nagarik Suraksha Sanhita, and Bharatiya Sakshya Bill – three monumental Acts – have arrived, marking a turning point towards streamlined justice, empowered citizens, and unwavering truth. Let's shed light on these transformative beacons: Bhartiya Nyaya Sanhita:  The archaic CrPC fades into the […]
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      Audio Authentication: What you need to know
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          In the era dominated by digital technology, audio has become a fundamental medium of communication, information exchange, and entertainment. However, with the ease of audio recording and manipulation, the authenticity of audio recordings has come into question in various contexts, from legal proceedings and investigative work to journalism and content creation. Audio authentication is the […]
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      Enhancing the value of Audio Evidences with Forensic Audio Transcription.
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          In the realm of criminal investigations, forensic tools play a crucial role in unraveling mysteries and establishing the truth. Forensic audio transcription, in particular, has emerged as a powerful tool in legal investigations, aiding law enforcement agencies in understanding and analysing audio evidence. Forensic audio transcription involves the analysis and conversion of audio recordings into […]
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      Fingerprints: Its types and how to Identify them.
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          Introduction Fingerprints have long been recognised as a vital evidence in forensic sciences, playing a crucial role in crime scene investigations. Their importance lies in their uniqueness and permanence, allowing for the identification of individuals based on the pattern and ridges on their fingerprints. The fingerprints are classified into three main types: loop patterns, whorl […]
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      How to promptly reconstruct a Crime Scene in 2023?
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          3D crime scene reconstruction revolutionises the way investigations are conducted and evidence is analysed. By leveraging the power of virtual reality, it empowers investigators to uncover hidden details, test hypotheses, and present compelling evidence in court. It's a game-changer in the field of forensic science, bringing us one step closer to unraveling the truth behind every crime."
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      Digital Forensics vs Cyber Forensics: "The Battle For Data Security”
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          When we talk about the world of forensics, there are times when industry experts would talk in industry-related terms and use certain terms interchangeably. For instance, cyber security and cyber forensics are two different terms that are used interchangeably but are different. There are times when people also think that computer forensics is no different […]
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      How to conduct Digital Forensics Investigation
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          The age of digitization has made the lives of criminals difficult, to say the least. However, when seen from an digital forensics investigator's point of view, it was high time that digital forensics investigation comes to the fore. Especially, as law enforcement has finally decided that the time had come to put the brains of […]
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